

General comments: 
Why not discuss boiling onset as function of peak heat flow density (W/cm^2) in a preheater tubing section, instead of total power? It seems the more relevant parameter.

‘Equation of state’ is used throughout with the meaning ‘theoretical model for the equation of state’.

Line by line comments:
12: …along the detector cooling pipe,…
13: remove ‘in tested cooling pipes’
17: …CMS Outer Tracker detector cooling pipe…
18: …is presented, starting from a few experimental data points.
21: ..derived from spinodal theory.
21/22: I don’t think the sentence “The preheater could be designed for a specific application.” Helps
79/80: Thanks to the performance of the LHC and its experiments, many highly relevant physics results have been obtained, including…
82: The LHC Long Shutdown 3 (LS3),…
89/90: The total power to be removed from the tracking volume, due to power dissipated locally and heat leaks from the surroundings, is expected to be…
93: do you mean ‘nominal boiling point’, instead of ‘regulated boiling point’?
96: …ability to use…
102: …entry to the tracker volume.
103: …necessary pressure drop…
104: …to reach the fluid saturation (boiling) point and ensure flow balancing…
106: ..along the detector pipe. 
107: …with adjustable power… (remove ‘an’)
110: Experience has shown that superheating can occur [(add references, e.g. ATLAS experience, CMS tests)], i.e. the fluid remains in the liquid state despite being above the boiling temperature at a given pressure [10]. (but see comment for line 524, ref. [10])
114: ..both the lower single-phase heat exchange coefficient (no boiling) and…
116: b) the potential for a sudden phase transition with instantaneous release of the excess energy stored in the superheated liquid, e.g. due to a local pressure drop (fluid leak), creating a stress wave…
124: …adopted for this purpose: a localized injection of heat, or a sudden change in geometry. [this then covers other methods like gas injection as well, not just local heat transfer]
125/126: ..the second relies on the fluid inside the capillary already being superheated, and the pipe diameter…
129: ..bubble chamber effect [(add reference to ATLAS observation of disappearance of superheating with onset of collisions ?)]
130/131: For all the reasons above,…

139: without changing its state (liquid).
141: what do you mean by ‘If the two-phase configuration remains the same’ ?
149: It would be better to not use italics, since the  greek letter nu is easily confused with the italicized roman v. Regarding the condition, initially I thought you meant the two-phase line B-F in figure 2, but from the literature it seems this condition applies for the points of the isotherm intersecting the spinodal curve (point C of most overheated liquid and point E of most undercooled vapor). Maybe a clarification or derivation should be given.
150: ‘The liquid phase can be present…’: I’m missing a derivation or explanation here; how are the green lines derived?
152, 158, 165: ‘isotherm of a certain equation of state, ‘different equations of state’: I think in the ‘equation of state’ discussion it would be clearer to avoid the jargon of speaking of more than one equation of state, and instead to call them ‘different theoretical models for the equation of state’ (of this or any given system).
155: ‘the point B’ represents the highest temperature’ : Is there a better diagram (than figure 2, p versus v) to explain this? Drawing the blue superheating curve on top of the isotherm seems unfortunate.
156: ‘for a given pressure’ instead of ‘once the pressure is fixed’
168:  …(whichever is the model for the equation of state chosen)…
169: subject of discussion;
169-189:  ‘overestimates the power’ etc.: further assumptions about the fraction of liquid that needs to be heated to this temperature to initiate boiling go into the power estimate; I think those assumptions need to be made explicit (you seem to be assuming that all the liquid needs to reach the superheating limit temperature). This might also allow to shorten this discussion (lines 169-189).
190: Another, empirical or experimental,  way to design…
193: We argue that this experimental approach is essential….
196: …on the parameters….
203: raises or rises? 
206: ‘until the contact angle is reestablished’? maybe ‘until the contact angle reaches the critical value theta_r’ 
227: It’s not clear to me what the red line in Figure 6 means
256,258: Shouldn’t Delta T_sat be Delta T_super in equations 12 and 13, since it is the superheating?
269: The semi-empirical nature of the model proposed here justifies keeping the simpler approach described above.
272: i.e., not e.g.; larger than zero
273: the phrase ‘when boiling is triggered, cavities with radius equal to r_c,min exist’ is a bit opaque to me. Do you mean ‘a necessary condition for boiling is the existence of cavities with radius...’?
275:  ‘to higher dimensions’: I think you mean ‘larger in size’
289: which one is equation x?
291: xx? 
293: y?
296: retrieved as in ‘retrieved from literature’? Maybe derived or computed is more appropriate.
313-318: it might be possible to learn something about the cavity radius distribution by measuring surface roughness with probes of different radii.
322: ‘with cooling pipes of the same dimensions as those’
346f: 3.0mm ID / 5.0mm OD annealed copper tube.
364: changed to change the diameter.
375: ‘the position on the pipe’ : the position of what?
386: inserting instead of substituting; ‘equation of the active cavities’ sounds awkward; maybe use ‘cavity equation’ or ‘cavity radius equation’.
405: ‘(theoretical model calibrated with test results)’
407: for a given pipe geometry
408: unitary? Maybe ‘heat flux per heater’ or ‘heat flux per unit length’; ‘computed’ instead of ‘analyzed’
436, 444, 453, 467: comparison of experimental data and theory prediction
472: The semi-empirical model seems to slightly underestimate the power needed to trigger boiling, when compared to the experimental data
480: diameter is missing
482f: ‘give the explanation’ sounds odd; better ‘the error bars accommodate the model’
488:  Superheating is observed frequently in tests of small diameter cooling pipes carrying liquid CO2.

489: …in the delicate  sensor region of particle physics tracking detectors, a number…
489: Heating (remove up) the fluid..
490: ..is guaranteed to work, however leads to unnecessary high additional power load on the cooling system.
491: The solution presented here uses preheaters to trigger….
492-494: Preheater sizing could be determined from experiment alone, but the number of individual test measurements required might prove prohibitive. A semi-empirical model for the preheater design is proposed:…
495-496: ..can be completely characterized using the proposed model.
497: ..than those resulting from spinodal theory.
497: A preheater can be designed…
498: ..using the proposed model..
524: reference [10] has an odd sounding title; is there no other reference that can be used?



Cheers,

Stefan




